RELEASE NOTES FOR GENOMES PROCESSED USING
COMPLETE GENOMICS SOFTWARE VERSION 1.7.4.
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Customers should consult the DataFileFormats.pdf file corresponding to any data set for
information specific to those data. Customers can check the header information in the files to
determine which version of CGI documentation applies.

NEW FEATURES AND ENHANCEMENTS
The following new features and enhancements are provided in this release by comparison with
previous data shipped or released by Complete Genomics:
1. We improved the base calling algorithm which resulted in more high quality calls.

KNOWN ISSUES
1. “BEGIN” and “END” values in the “exonCategory” column of the gene-[ASMID].tsv.bz2 file are not strand adjusted.

ADDENDUM
1. We have made an addendum to Version 1.7.1 Release Notes. Please refer to the
Addendum section for details of the change.
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CHANGES TO VERSION 1.7.3
1. We are no longer including output from our beta-CNV algorithm (introduced in 1.7.1) as
we continue development, validation and performance tuning of those methods. We
expect to release an updated version in the near future.

CHANGES TO VERSION 1.7.2
1. We have added a new field to the evidenceDnb file (FileNumLane) to make it easier for
customers to link reads and mappings to records in the evidence files. This does mean
that any programs written to parse the evidenceDnb file will need to be changed.
2. We have added a new calculation to the coverageRefScore file
(weightSumSequenceCoverage) that reflects coverage of each base in the reference
genome factoring in reads which may not map uniquely. This is by contrast with the
unique sequence coverage previously and still included in the coverageRefScore file. We
find that the weighted-sum metric is best used in quantitative copy number calculations,
for example. It also reflects many reads which can be recruited into de novo assembly.
However, please do recall that both of these metrics are computed prior to assembly, and
reflect the initial rather than final determination of read placements.
3. We have removed the DOC (documentation) directory from the customer deliverable. In
previous versions, the DataFileFormat.pdf was included in the DOC directory. This
document is now available from support@completegenomics.com.
4. The documentation has been updated and the data format version number has been
incremented to 1.1 to reflect the changes above.

CHANGES TO VERSION 1.7.1
These changes appeared in version 1.7.1 data releases by comparison with earlier versions.
1. We added a gene variation summary report (for example: gene-var-summary-GS19240ASM.tsv.gz) in the ASM folder. For each protein-coding gene, this file summarizes the
numbers of variations with certain functional impacts (counts of nonsynonymous SNPs,
possible frameshifts, etc.).
2. We added a BETA quantitative copy number (CNV) computation. The quality of these
CNV calls has not yet been extensively validated, and the exact performance in terms of
sensitivity and specificity remains under study. However we believe these initial results
may be of use to customers. We will likely modify the CNV calculation over time as we
continually improve it, and we request customer feedback on these beta results.
o Currently, CNV calls are based solely on increases or decreases in mapping rates
(mapped coverage) normalized by various factors. Due to fluctuation in coverage
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owing to phenomena other than CNVs, results are currently limited to putative
copy number changes affecting regions of approximately 20kb or more. CNV
reporting is provided in two tab-separated tables – the CNV segmentation table
and the CNV details table. Supporting evidence for these CNV calls is provided
via mappings and coverage data provided in other files.
1. CNV segmentation table: Provides a segmentation of the complete
reference genome into regions of various ploidy levels, giving the
estimated ploidy, the average adjusted coverage for each segment, and
measures of confidence in the called segments.
2. CNV details table: Provides information on estimated ploidy every 2kb
along the genome, giving average coverage and details regarding the
estimated likelihood of each of various possible ploidy levels.
3. Several file format improvements were made from previous versions.
o We renamed the variation types ref-consistent and ref-inconsistent. There is no
change to semantics of each variation type, although by changing the name we
wish to highlight the fact that these represent cases where the assembler was not
able to fully resolve the allele sequence:
1. Ref-consistent was renamed to no-call-rc (no-call reference consistent) –
where one or more bases are ambiguous, but the allele is potentially
consistent with the reference.
2. Ref-inconsistent was renamed to no-call-ri (no-call reference inconsistent),
where one or more bases are ambiguous, but the allele is definitely
inconsistent with the reference.
o We renamed homozygous reference calls to “ref” rather than “=”, although “=”
continues to indicate the reference allele in these ref-called regions.
o We updated the headers of the variation and annotation files to include a reference
to the specific version of the external reference data source used e.g. dbSNP
version, Genome Reference sequence (and RefSeq gene annotations) used, etc.
o We changed a number of file names to ensure that all files get unique names
within an assembly and between samples, so they remain unique even if files are
moved. This provides customers more convenience if they wish to reorganize the
data hierarchy or gather various data subsets.
o The “chunk” numbers appended onto the mapping and reads files now have
leading zeros (“_001” for example).
o We removed a column in the Summary file describing the score threshold set
used. Genomes produced using a specific version of the CGI pipeline always use
the same threshold set, and only one set (this has been true for some time) so this
column was extraneous. Technical documentation we are preparing on the
analysis process will describe these thresholds in a more user-friendly way.
o We renamed some of fields in the file headers for clarity.
1. #BUILD to #SOFTWARE_VERSION
2. #VERSION to #FORMAT_VERSION
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We fixed a minor bug where the “=” allele was not always output in the
corresponding column of the variations file in haploid regions. This bug did not
affect the results, only the exact syntax of how such calls were reported.
We added empirically measured gap information, per library, in a set of new files
included in the LIB folder. In that folder is one directory per library, and one set of files
per library directory (normally, a genome is sequenced from a single library in Complete
Genomics’ current process). Gap distribution information is useful for mapping,
assembly and variant calling of the read data. It is also useful in discordant paired-end
analyses to look for putative structural variants. Note that these new data files replace the
lib_* files previously included in the MAP folder subdirectories.
All data files except readme.txt and Data File Format.PDF are now compressed using
bzib2 (.bz2 extensions) rather than gzip (.gz extensions). Customers should be aware that
bzip2 can be slower at decompressing than gzip, however the space savings and
improved file transfer times were considered helpful by many.
The file format version number has been incremented to 1.0 to reflect these changes. We
recommend that any code customers or partners write should check this number on any
data file(s) read to ensure that the program is compatible with the data file(s).
The README.txt and DataFileFormats.PDF document have been updated to reflect the
changes above. We have also added this release notes file.
o

4.

5.

6.
7.

ADDENDUM
1. In Version 1.7.1, we stopped annotating effects of variations for 476 genes. This
annotation is provided in the “aaCategory” column of the gene-[ASM-ID].tsv.bz2 file.
For these genes, mismatch between RefSeq sequence that we used for the annotation and
the reference genome lead to incorrect annotation of the variation (e.g. declaring variation
incorrectly as frameshift). Therefore, we stopped annotating variations found in these
genes and will address this issue in future software version release. These 476 genes are
also excluded from the gene-var-summary-[ASM-ID].tsv file. To obtain a list of the
excluded 476 genes, please contact support@completegenomics.com.

CHANGES TO VERSION 1.6
These changes appeared in version 1.6 data releases by comparison with earlier versions.
1. Mapping and reads files in the subdirectories of the MAP folder have been broken into
“chunks” in order to keep their sizes <5GB per file. This allows compatibility with
storage systems (such as certain cloud storage providers) for which 5GB is an upper file
size limit.
• To accomplish this, we limit the number of reads described in any one
mapping+reads file pair to 30 million. Mapping and reads files remain paired 1:1,
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and numbers are appended on the end of the mappings and reads files (such as
“_1”, “_2”, “_3”) to indicate the files which should be processed together.
• The offset indexes of reads provided in the evidenceDNB files now have a
particular interpretation. When this number is less than 30,000,000 the reads are
in the first chunk (eg the mapping and reads files with “_1”) at this 0-based
position (data line) in that file. When the number is 30,000,000 to 59,999,999, the
reads are in the second chunk (“_2”), with an offset position in that file of
30,000,000 less than the index provided. When the number is greater than 60
million, the reads are in the third chunk and 60M should be subtracted from the
index to get the position, etc.
2. Subdirectories of the MAP folder are now named by slide and lane, rather than by an
arbitrary mapping job number. This makes it easier to find reads and mappings based on
knowing the slide and lane information, such as is used in the evidenceDNB files.
3. Previously, reads were filtered (not stringently) before inclusion into a customer data set.
The stringency of these filters has been further reduced as we find doing so provides
additional information that can improve accuracy of some variant calls without a
significant impact on false positives. Furthermore, providing a more complete set of
reads can facilitate reanalysis of the read-level data using various methods. As a
consequence, customers should expect to see somewhat lower rates of mappability as
these additional reads are included – the rate has not actually gone down just the number
of non-mapping reads included has increased.
4. Updates to documentation accordingly.

CHANGES TO VERSION 1.5
Changes in 1.5 by comparison with earlier data releases.
1. Improvements were made in the variant calling algorithm that provide better accuracy of
calls in duplicated regions and low copy number repeats. The variant scores now factor
in uniqueness of evidence to further reduce false positives in such regions. Customers
can consult the correlation file in the EVIDENCE folder to the underlying scores used in
this calculation.
2. The assemblies and read alignments underlying all called variant regions are now
provided in the EVIDENCE folder.
3. Updates to documentation accordingly.

CHANGES TO VERSION 1.4
Changes in 1.4 by comparison with earlier data releases.
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Numerous changes were made between version 1.3.x of the CGI software, as used in our
data submitted to SRA as part of the Drmanac et al. publication (Science, Jan 2010 print
edition). Among other changes, the C++ API is no longer required nor usable. Customers
can contact support@completegenomics.com for further information.
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